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Metropolis 2
A UNIFIED APPROACH TO AIRSPACE DESIGN

This document is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 892928 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
Metropolis 2 will provide the fundamentals for concrete solutions for U-space U3/U4 services that are
needed to enable high-density urban aerial operations, with a unified approach to the following Uspace services: strategic deconfliction, tactical deconfliction, and dynamic capacity management. Thus
far, U-space efforts have focused on developing a set of baseline services (i.e., U1 and U2 capabilities
enabling services such as identification, flight planning, and tracking). When deployed, these services
will enable low traffic density applications such as agricultural surveillance and infrastructure
inspection. Urban, high-density operations, however, will require a different approach, and a degree
of autonomy that does not yet exist in current-day air traffic management. First, in order to sustain
high traffic demands, the urban airspace must be able to allow a shared use of airspace, rather than
the approach used today of exclusively assigning parts of the airspace to individual flights. Secondly,
at the expected extremely high traffic densities, airspace design, flight planning, and separation
management become increasingly interdependent. With the traffic densities that are considered for
urban applications these interdependencies necessitate a unified approach to all aspects of traffic
management that determine how vehicles interact with each other. This project will develop a unified
approach to airspace rules on the one hand, and flight planning and separation management
approaches on the other hand. It will build upon the results of the current U-space projects, the first
Metropolis project, and established separation algorithms. Several concepts, differing in how
separation is performed (strategic/tactical, ground/air) will be compared using simulations, and the
most promising concept will be validated in a real-world demonstration. The results of Metropolis 2
will contribute towards enabling safe and efficient U-space operations in urban environments.
This document describes the three concepts developed in WP4. The concepts differ in the degree of
centralisation which goes from fully centralized to hybrid to distributed. The performance of the
developed concepts will be analysed using a set of KPIs (developed in WP3) measured during
simulations (performed in WP5).
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1 Introduction
Separation management services are at the core of U-space. WP4 deliverable D4.1 describes three
deconfliction concepts---centralized, hybrid, distributed---designed in Metropolis 2. The concepts
address both strategic and tactical deconfliction of the drone traffic over urban areas. The concepts
differ in the degree of centralization (Figure 1):
•

The Centralized concept considers the system in which the U-space service provider acts as
the sole separator: in the strategic phase, the UAV routes are (pre-)planned so that, as long as
drones follow their flight plans, at any moment of time the distance between any pair of
drones is greater than the minimum allowed, meeting robust separation criteria and
eliminating the need to invoke UAVs onboard equipment.

•

The Hybrid concept takes a balanced approach between procedural separation (e.g., two
drones on different routes can be deemed separated without needing to check their positions
in real time), and tactical separation (in which case the surveillance tracks must be separated
beyond defined separation minima).

•

The Distributed concept predominantly relies on tactical separation, where the central agent
does not control separation on the individual level, but only on a higher level, by controlling
the flow of traffic.

The three concepts are used to assess the most effective balance between strategic and tactical
separation.

Figure 1.1 Illustration of the three competing concepts developed in Metropolis 2. From left to right:
centralised, hybrid, distributed

Real-world data of Vienna city was used to create the operating environment for the concepts,
Vienna's street network was replicated N times, and the replicas were lifted and stacked on top one
another, establishing N layers for drone traffic in the urban airspace (Figure ). The vertical separation
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between the layers is equal to the vertical separation requirement. The flight routes adhere to the
urban street network for the areas in between buildings. Above buildings, the network is expanded by
defining additional nodes and connection legs. The drones thus use a fixed three-dimensional route
network whose edges are dimensioned so that each edge only contains one ‘lane’.

Figure 1.2 Multi-layered airspace
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2 Centralized concept
2.1 Concept introduction
Centralized deconfliction is done before the take-off. The UAV operations are (pre-)planned in the way
such that, as long as drones follow their flight plans, at any moment of time the distance between any
pair of drones will be greater than the minimum allowed, meeting robust separation criteria and
eliminating the need to invoke UAVs onboard equipment.
As input to the deconfliction algorithm we have the operations demand (origin--destination pairs and
intended departure time) for some time horizon T. The output are drones' flight plans. A flight plan is
a plan for the 4-dimensional trajectory (4DT) of the drone, i.e., a specification of its xyz coordinates
for each time t.
The main features of the centralized concept are that we have full knowledge about all the demand
and that moreover, the knowledge is collected in a single place, allowing one to compute the flight
plans together. The main feature of the output is that the flight plans are conflict-free.
In our implementation of centralized deconfliction, a flight plan is a polygonal path in a fixed layer (no
layer changes on route). It is assumed that the vehicle always fly at their nominal (maximum operating
speed) speed unless it is restricted by the geovectoring or turning speed restriction (ground speed is
further affected by the wind Thus, the 4D trajectory for the drone is defined as soon as the time when
the drone starts following the flightpath is specified. VTOL segments are added at the endpoints of
the flight plan at the origin and the destination.

2.2 Airspace Structure
The airspace consists of the part outside the city centre (open airspace without street network) and
the part inside the centre (constrained airspace with imposed street network). We tile the outer part
with hexagons (Figure ) and create a graph where every tile represents a vertex, and the vertices of
two neighbouring tiles are connected with the edge. This way open airspace is discretized . For the
inner part, the Vienna city street network where nodes are intersections and edges are the roads is
used. Hence, the whole airspace is model with the graph, allowing graph routing algorithms to be
used. Since routing algorithms such as Dijkstra or A* require oriented graph, and since centralized
concepts allows use of the street route network in both directions (obviously not at the same time)
every edge in the graph is replaced with two arcs with opposite direction.
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Figure 2.1 View of the unconstrained airspace around Vienna, before and after the hexagon grid discretization

To account for the speed reduction needed to perform turn of different radius and turning angle
(performing 120 degrees turn requires greater speed reduction than 20 degrees in the restrained
street network) we use the dual graph of the initial street graph. In the dual graph the vertices
represent the arcs of the initial graph and the arcs in the dual represent sequence of two consecutive
Founding Members
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arcs of the initial graph, which allows to store more information than with the initial graph. Hence, the
turning cost could be considered in the dual arcs weight, allowing efficient calculation of the shortest
path taking into account turn penalties. The Figure 2.2 show an academic example of the initial street
graph and its dual.

Figure 2.2 Process of creating the dual graph from the primal graph, the turns costs are calculated and added
to the cost of the edges in the dual graph.
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Since the turn cost is a function of the turn angle, but also of the drone kinematics, this dual graph is
then constructed for every drone type. The nodes and arcs are the same and only the edge weights
are modified.
The airspace is divided into 16 layers separated by 30 feet each to allow for easier separation and all
climbs and descents are done at vertiports, meaning that each drone only has one cruising layer.
The layers will either be defined for the specific track angles (based on origin-destination direct route),
as shown in Figure 2.3,such to reduce the probabilities of head-on conflict due to higher traffic
homogeneity in the layers. This is lesson learned from the Metropolis 1 project. Other option are layers
without predefined track angle that simply improve traffic vertical separation, hence reducing conflict
probability, without significant effect on the flight efficiency (flight could be assigned to the lowest
layer possible without any restriction due to track angle).

Figure 2.3 The layers used in open airspace.

2.3 Demand deconfliction
2.3.1 Low demand: deconfliction via graph colouring
As a first step of the joint optimisation we start with the computation of the shortest path for every
drone, taking into account all geofences but ignoring the other drones. Then for every pair of flight
plans we check whether there are any conflicts between them via a quick simulation: every Δt seconds
we compute the space-time volumes needed for each flight plan and check whether the volumes of
the two drones intersect.
After knowing which flight plans conflict pairwise, we create the conflict graph whose vertices are the
drones and whose edges connect pairs of drones who would lose separation if they both follow the
shortest paths.
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Figure 2.4 A conflict graph: vertices = drones, edge = conflicting pair

Colouring is a classical graph problem in which the goal is to assign colours to vertices of a given graph
so that the endpoints of every edge are assigned different colours (Figure 2.5). We colour the conflict
graph and assign drones to layers based on the colours (Figure 2.6). Drones in a single layer have the
same colour and are non-conflicting since there are no monochromatic edges in the conflict graph. To
find an optimal colouring, we formulate it as an Integer Program (IP) and solve the IP.

Figure 2.5 Different colours (left) correspond to non-conflicting trajectories (right)
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Figure 2.6 Drones on conflicting trajectories are assigned to different layers

2.3.2 High demand: FCFS in time-expanded network
Since urban airspace is bounded both from above (by safety regulations) and from below (by privacy
and noise considerations), layers may be a scarce resource. Here we consider the case when the
demand saturates all layers: the number of colours in the colouring of the conflict graph is larger than
the number of layers L.
By doing a binary search on the number of operations, we identify the largest portion of the demand
that may be assigned shortest paths: we check whether the first half of the drones can be coloured
with L colours – if yes, we check whether the first ¾ of the demand can; otherwise we check whether
the first ¼ of the demand can, etc. After the largest portion of the demand is coloured, we deal with
the remaining demand by iteratively computing the shortest available flightpath not conflicting with
the existing flightpaths.
To search for the best available path, we create a time-expanded network (TEN) for each layer of the
airspace. A TEN replicates the layer T/Δt times, where Δt is the time discretization (recall that T is the
planning horizon). Edges of a TEN represent a possible motion of the drone during time interval Δt.
We remove from the TEN those edges for which following them would conflict with one of the existing
operations. Finally, we compute the shortest path through the TEN, which corresponds to the shortest
flightpath for the drone, avoiding the earlier scheduled operations (Figure ).
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Figure 2.7 Connection in a TEN over a hexagonal packing in the airspace

Figure 2.8 An edge leading to a conflict is removed

Figure 2.9 A path through TEN is a feasible trajectory for UAV

We use Dijkstra’s algorithm for computing the paths (but other algorithms for finding shortest paths
in graphs can be used, such as, for example, A*): we maintain a set of visited vertices, the predecessor
Founding Members
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for every visited vertex (to simplify backtracking the path) and the labels of the vertices. We avoid
building the whole network, as it would take too much memory and computational resources (along
with the fact that technically there is no limit to the time planning horizon, so the graph used for the
planning is technically infinite): we record the labels of vertices that are less than +∞. As in Dijkstra,
we use a routine to generate the list of neighbours of a vertex with the smallest
label (we excluding vertices occupied by geofences and already planned flight plans) and propagate
the path length from the vertex. After a conflict-free 4D trajectory is computed, it is added to the set
of all flight plans, and treated as an obstacle when planning next flight plans.
We repeat the above algorithm for all layers. The drone is assigned to the layer in which the TEN
gives the overall shortest available path. Fig NYC shows a snapshot of drone flights over New York
City (single flight layer), computed by our approach (a video is available here).

Figure 2.10 A snapshot of the output video. Blue disks are drones, blue lines are their flight paths. Red are
obstacles (buildings >50m)
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2.4 Receding horizon and Priorities: Partial colouring
Recall that we output flight plans for the time period T. When we compute the flight plans for the next
length-T period, the drones from the previous period that are still in flight are treated as given
constraints. That is, we do not modify the trajectories. Instead, we do include the drones into the
conflict graph for the next period; however, such drones come already pre-coloured. The colours of
the drones are inherited from the previous time period (recall that the colouring is conflict-free, so
new conflicts are not introduced).
The priorities among the operations are treated similarly: we first colour the subgraph of the conflict
graph on highest-priority drones. Then we colour the graph on the drones with highest and nexthighest priorities; however, highest-priority drones come already coloured. We continue in the same
way until colouring the graph on all drones, down to lowest-priority ones.

2.4.1 Graph pathfinding
Once the traffic has been divided in layers, the A* algorithm is used to compute the shortest path for
each drone on this layer which has given his flight intention at this time. The A* is performed on the
dual graph of the street graph generated at the beginning of the process as it allows for more accuracy
in the estimation of the passage time of the drones at each node. This accuracy of estimation is
important since it allows for the decisions taken in the strategic phase to be relevant for longer and
thus reducing the frequency at which the tactical replanning method must be performed.

Figure 2.11 comparison of 2 trajectories found with the A* algorithm with (first one), and without the added
cost of turns (second one). While the second trajectory is shorter in terms of flown distance, it is actually
longer, in terms of time, to fly for a drone along it

The clustering method is then used to solve the conflicts.

2.5 Clustering
The first step of the algorithm is to find the first conflict to occur in time and the node where it will
occur. A neighbourhood of the conflict node is then selected and all drones passing through this
neighbourhood during a short time interval are added to the list of drones to process. It is important
to include theses drones that are in close proximity temporally and geographically as they may be
affected.
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Figure 2.12 D2 is in conflict with D1, to solve this issue, D2 path is altered to avoid the conflict node and D1
trajectory altogether starting from an earlier node in his trajectory.

Figure 2.13 D2 now passes by a different path after resolution using D1 path as a constraint, it is evident
here that the path of D3 needs to be modified too, to account for the changes that were done to the path of
D2.

Figure: Example showing that the neighbourhood of the conflict node needs to be taken into account
since otherwise we could get a new conflict unsolved at the end of the clustering which would take
place before the time of the initial conflict (t1) around which the cluster was formed.
Once the list of drones of the cluster is created the cluster problem is solved iteratively by assigning
the shortest path possible using the A* to each drone, taking into account the path already assigned
to all the other drones of the cluster as constraints. The drones of higher priorities are computed first.
Once this cluster is solved, the interactions between drones are computed again and the next conflict
to occur in time (with the new paths of the drones of the last cluster updated) is solved following the
same method. This process goes on until a point where there are no more conflicts is reached. As long
Founding Members
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as a solution for a cluster is found, the resolution moves forward in time with no going backward,
which ensures the ending of this algorithm.
This process is then repeated each time a new flight intention is given to the system or when the
difference between the estimated trajectories of the drones used in the clustering method and the
actual trajectories gets too big.

2.6 Conflict detection
The conflict detection method differs when the drone is in the constrained airspace or the
unconstrained one. If the drone is currently flying in the constrained airspace, we do not consider the
conflicts between 2 different edges in 2 different streets since there are buildings in-between (see
Figure 2.16).
Conflicts can occur when nodes use the same graph node (street intersection) or the same edge. When
one drone crosses an intersection, the node representing this street intersection in the graph is
blocked for a certain interval of time that allows the drone to move far enough away from the
intersection so that no conflict is incurred with other drones passing over same intersections.
On edges, if the drones are using the street in the same direction (see Figure 2.14), the separation
between them on the entering node and exit node must be respected (as already considered in node
constraint) and they must exit the street in the same order that they entered it (meaning that there is
no overtaking ). If the drones are using the street in different directions, the time intervals during
which they use the street should not overlap at all (see Figure 2.15). .

Figure 2.14 Example showing the availability of an edge “A” to a drone “Drone 2” if a drone “Drone 1” enters
the edge before in the same direction.
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Figure 2.15 Example showing the constraints to access the edge for Drone 2 if the drones are going opposite
ways now

These constraints together should prevent any loss of separation in the constrained airspace under
the assumption that there are buildings between the edges, as shown in the Figure 2.16. If the drones
fly in the discretized unconstrained airspace there are additional constraints:
-

We need to consider the conflicts caused by 2 different edges being close to one another since
there are no physical barriers in-between.

-

The 4-D trajectory of each drone is discretized and used to detect conflicts.

Figure 2.16 Conflict between two drone on the adjacent street is not possible except at the street intersection,
when the fix obstacle such as building is located between

2.7 Geofencing
All nodes inside a geofence or edges crossing one are categorized as unavailable and are not
considered by the A* algorithm used to compute the drone's path.
If a drone is inside a geofence at the moment it is activated he still is allowed to use the constrained
nodes of this geofence to allow for the exit of the constrained space.
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2.8 Level transitions
We consider that all level transitions are done at vertiports during take-off or landing, this mean that
these vertiports nodes are made unavailable to all the concerned flight levels during take-off and
landings. During conflict detections they need to be considered the same way that nodes in the
unconstrained airspace are since the buildings won’t be blocking the direct path between two drones
on a horizontal edge and a vertical one.

2.9 Tactical resolution
Up until now we assumed that the drones follow the flight plans with perfect precision. In practice
this is not the case, due to wind, rogue drones, emergencies, starting delays, etc. The uncertainty,
both in trajectories and the environment may void the strategic flight plans, creating the need for
tactical deconfliction.
In the centralized concept, tactical deconfliction is also handled by a single decision maker. Specifically,
the traffic situation is monitored, e.g., using the Monitoring, Common Information and other services
from CORUS ConOps (and EASA Regulation 664). When it is detected that two drones are about to
enter each other’s protected areas, we start the deconfliction procedure. We command the drones to
completely stop and create a geofence enclosing them. All other flight plans are then checked for
conflicts with the newly created geofence. If a flight plan conflicts with the geofence, we use the same
routine for computing the shortest paths in a time-expanded network (if a planned drone operation
has already started, we use the current position for replanning, otherwise we just use the same
parameters as when initially planning it). We then wait until the conflicting drones completely stop,
after which we run the same routine for them as for the other drones, using their current locations as
starting points to plan new conflict-free 4D trajectories.

2.10 Uncertainties
To take into account possible uncertainties, during our planning we simplify them into two
parameters: time uncertainty T and uncertainty radius r. Time uncertainty follows from the fact that
a drone can start the flight at a later time, or can speed up/slow down during the execution of the
flight due to weather conditions. The uncertainty radius represents navigational errors.
While implementation of the uncertainty radius is straightforward (we represent drones as disks with
a given radius), the time uncertainty is more complex. During the planning process we are working
with time uncertainty U by treating drone as a “snake” (akin to the famous game on old PCs and
phones) where at any given time t, the “head” is the position the drone should be at time t if there
were no time uncertainties (U=0) and the tail is the set of all positions drone has been at during time
period (t-U, t). We then fatten the “snake” by the uncertainty radius r (the Minkowski sum of a disk
with radius r and the “snake”). Error! Reference source not found. shows an example of the “snake”
at an instant.
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Figure 2.17 An example of the time uncertainty “snake”. Black is the drone flight plan. Blue circle is the
“head” (or the nominal position of the drone without any time uncertainty with the uncertainty radius). Red
is the set of all positions the drone can be at d2

We account for the uncertainty radius r by excluding TEN vertices covered by the already planned
drones (i.e., at every time step Δt for every planned flight plan we look at the current location and
exclude all nodes within radius r of it). The time uncertainties are accounted for by adding “snakes”
and “inverted snakes” to all already planned operations (“inverted snake” is a similar approach to
creating a “snake”, but instead the tail is formed by looking at the future positions of the drone;
therefore, during planning each already planned drone has two “tails”: one looking backwards to
account for the planned drone’s own time uncertainty, the other is looking forward and caused by the
time uncertainty of the drone that is currently being planned).

The centralized algorithm may be run for a range of allowable separation r between drones (safety
buffer). With smaller r, the demand that can be scheduled initially may be larger, but the
recomputations due to uncertainties will happen more frequently; for larger r, fewer operations will
be possible to schedule, but more of the uncertainties will be hidden under r, thus requiring fewer
invocations of the rescheduling. More of such interplay is explored in the SESAR ER4 sibling project
BUBBLES, where two probabilities are studied: the probability of the loss of separation (increasing
with the separation radius) and the probability of successful avoidance manoeuvre if the loss happens
(decreasing with the radius).
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3 Hybrid concept
3.1 Overview of the Hybrid Concept
The Hybrid concept consists of three main separation management components:
1. Airspace structure
2. Centralized pre-flight strategic separation management
3. Decentralized in-flight tactical separation management
The Hybrid concept assumes that preventing conflicts is better than resolving conflicts. Therefore, the
first two components, namely the airspace structure and the centralized pre-flight strategic separation
management components aim to prevent as many conflicts as possible by ensuring that drone flight
plans are largely conflict-free. But because of uncertainties such as wind, conflicts may still occur
during flight execution. The decentralized in-flight tactical separation management component
addresses such conflicts.
Figure 3.1Error! Reference source not found. describes the relationship between the main
components of the Hybrid concept. Here it should be noted that the strategic and tactical algorithms
resolve conflicts along different dimensions: the strategic algorithm primarily uses horizontal
resolutions while the tactical algorithm primarily uses vertical resolutions. In this way, the tactical
algorithms aim to not disturb the decisions made by the strategic algorithm. Both algorithms take into
account the constraints posed by the airspace structure when planning routes and computing
resolutions. More details about the airspace structure, as well as the strategic and tactical algorithms,
are provided in the following sections.

Figure 3.1: Relationship between the main components of the Hybrid concept

3.2 Airspace Structure
3.2.1 Topology
The Hybrid concept uses a fixed three-dimensional route network. This grid-like network can be
thought of as graph with nodes and edges. Here, the nodes are the intersections between edges. The
edges are one directional and dimensioned such that each edge only contains one ‘lane’. Nodes are
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used for changes of altitude and route. Additionally, nodes can have multiple edges connected to
them. To make this system feasible, each node must have at least one entry and one exit edge
connected to it. Furthermore, the directions of the edges at each node are selected in such a way that
head-on conflicts are unlikely under normal operations.
An example of the definition of available routes, result of the definition of edges and nodes, is shown
in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2 Top-down view of the airspace structure used by the Hybrid concept.

The airspace structure topology depends on the airspace type: inside the constrained airspace, it
follows Vienna’s street layout while outside the constrained airspace, a radial grid is used to define
the route network. A radial distribution facilitates the adaptation of the route network to any
simulation area, and also reduces the travel time of the drone.
The exact layout of nodes and edges, and the resulting available routes, inside the constrained
airspace is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Top-down view of the airspace structure used by the Hybrid concept inside the constrained airspace

Grid distribution used to define the available routes outside the constrained airspace is shown in
Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4 Top-down view of the airspace structure used by the Hybrid concept outside the constrained
airspace.

To take advantage of the third dimension, the hybrid airspace structure consists of multiple layers on
top of each other. The vertical separation between the layers is at least equal to the vertical separation
requirements. Two types of layers are defined:
•
•

Cruising layer: these are used by the strategic separation management algorithm to plan the
route of a drone from origin to destination.
Resolution layers: these are (mainly) used for tactical deconfliction purposes.

Each cruising layer has a resolution layer above it with the same graph structure, i.e., with the same
nodes, edges, and edge directions. At the very bottom of the airspace, an additional resolution layer
is defined. This resolution layer is used to reroute drones that overstep their destination node because
of the execution of a resolution manoeuvre. To facilitate the routing process, and bearing in mind that
this kind of situation is expected to be unlikely, all edges are two-way in this layer.
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 display a side-view of the airspace structure used inside the constrained
airspace and in the open airspace. As it can be seen in the figures, the directions of the edges alternate
between the cruising layers. In this way, the capacity of airspace structure is increased since more
combinations of edges, and routes, are available.
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Figure 3.5 Side-view of the airspace structure used by the Hybrid concept. Here the green layers are the
‘cruising layers’, whereas the yellow layers are the ‘resolution layers’. Only the route network in the ‘cruising
layers’ are displayed for clarity.

Figure 3.6 Isometric view of the airspace structure used by the Hybrid concept. The red arrows indicate the
edge directions in the cruising layers. Green and blue arrows show the edges for climbing and descending
manoeuvres.

A separate cruising layer is defined for emergency drones to reduce interactions with other kind of
traffic. It also allows to ensure the availability of a conflict-free route since only emergency drones will
use this layer. Additionally, this layer is the lowest cruising layer which reduces vertical displacement
time.
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3.2.2 Airspace Related Speed Limits
To reduce the likelihood of overtaking conflicts, each altitude layer has a pre-defined (narrow) speed
range. This speed limit increases with the altitude for cruising layers. However, resolution layers do
not have speed limits – this makes hovering possible in the resolution layers if necessary.

3.2.3 Climbing and descending in the route structure
Under normal conditions, vertical changes will be conducted at the nodes, including intermediate and
main nodes. These vertical edges are two-way to allow both take-off and landing manoeuvres. From
a strategic point of view, the separation between drones along vertical edges is guaranteed by marking
them as occupied while they are being used by a drone. A vertical change along a specific vertical edge
(and its adjacent nodes) is only allowed if there is no other planned route occupying this edge at the
same time.
The restriction in climbing and descending manoeuvres presents two main advantages:
•
•

It increases the reliability of the strategic algorithm since vertical changes are restricted to
predefined nodes.
From an operational point of view, it is more intuitive because remote pilots know in
advance where to perform climbing and descending manoeuvres.

3.2.4 Rationale for Selected Airspace Structure
The proposed airspace structure tries to offer a robust solution for a high-complexity problem. The
fixed three-dimensional route network allows to reduce the complexity of the problem since it reduces
the degrees of freedom. These are the main benefits of the selected structure:
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The strategic algorithm is computationally efficient due to the fixed route network. The
algorithm for the detection of conflicts is based on the occupancy of each edge for a certain
period of time.
Static restrictions of the airspace (geofences) are easily implemented in the concept design.
Edges and nodes that are affected by them are deleted from the airspace network. The same
solution applies to loitering missions. Edges and nodes located in the area intended for
loitering missions will be temporarily blocked.
The airspace network can be easily expanded and adapted to airspace restrictions.
It is an intuitive approach from an operational point of view, because remote pilots know in
advance where to perform climbing and descending manoeuvres.
It allows refinement as desired (increased resolution) by defining new nodes and joining edges
with existing nodes (while maintaining safety margins).
It employs a reduced number of degrees of freedom, which simplifies conflict detection and
resolution. At the strategic level, the conflict detection scope is reduced to UAS that occupy
the same layer (except for vertical changes).
The fixed structure allows an accurate control of capacity (maximum density of drones).
From a safety perspective, operations are made robust at both strategic and tactical level:
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o
o
o

On a given edge, the probability of conflict is low because only “lane” per edge is
permitted.
Drones comply with the safety margins just by following the defined network route.
Deconfliction layers allow to reduce interferences between conflict-free drones and
drones conducting deconfliction manoeuvres.

3.3 Centralized Pre-flight Strategic Separation Management
3.3.1 Route definition and conflict detection
The first step of the strategic phase is the definition of the route that the drone should follow to go
from the location of origin to its destination. Since user-preferred routes are not considered (common
input for all concepts), the route definition algorithm is also used for conflict detection purposes.
The following conditions will be considered to define the route:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

The route search involves the identification of nodes and edges that are conflict-free for the
passage time-window. In other words, conflicts are defined as a temporal or spatial
overlapping that affect one or more edges (and their adjacent nodes).
Each passage time-window is calculated considering: drone speed and acceleration, turn
rates, climb rates, safety margins, uncertainties (programmed departure delay, wind).
Whenever possible, the shortest route will be defined for each flight plan.
Depending on the type of a drone, the route search process will start at the lowest layer that
is defined for the specific drone type. When it is not possible to find a free route in the lowest
layer, the cruising layer immediately above will be analysed. This process is repeated until a
conflict-free route is identified.
To simplify the analysis, conflict detection is independently conducted for each layer. Only for
level changes, the occupancy of the nodes of other layers is considered.
Route definition will avoid, to the extent possible, changes of layer to facilitate tactical
deconfliction.
Flow traffic limitations: one lane per edge and the occupancy of nodes is limited to one drone
at the same time.

3.3.2 Conflict Resolution Strategy
The conflict resolution strategy of the hybrid concept is time-based, and involves finding conflict-free
nodes and edges in the same layer or in other layers.
The proposed conflict resolution process consists of the following steps:
•

Filter the list of flight intentions, based on the priority, the time at which the flight plan is
known and the intended departure time. For the list of flight plans that are known from the
beginning, routing algorithm first optimizes flight plans with the highest priority level.
Additionally, when processing flight plans that are not known from the beginning, the routing
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•
•

•

algorithm also consider the difference between the intended departure time and the time at
which the flight plan is known. In this way, flight plans that are known shortly before departure
will be optimized first to avoid delays in departure.
Calculation of the shortest route for the flight plan, to be used as a reference for route
candidates that resolve the conflict.
Search of a conflict-free route in the different layers starting with the lowest layer (from the
group of layers intended for the drone type). By comparing final route length with the shortest
path, the most beneficial free-conflict route will be selected.
A delay in departure will be applied for those cases where the previous option fails to find a
conflict-free route, or the route is not optimal enough.

Analysis of the occupation
The
strategic
algorithm
uses
an
adapted
version
of
the
function
osmnx.distance.shortest_path (from the OSMNX library) to calculate drone routes. This
function allows to find the shortest route between an origin and destination using the length of the
edges in the street graph as an attribute to minimize. The function created for the hybrid concept in
the Metropolis 2 project uses a second control attribute to find the shortest route: the occupation
time of nodes and edges. Each planned route is saved as an occupation tuple in the graph structure.
In this way, when searching routes for drones, nodes and edges that are expected to be occupied will
be discarded.
The following figure shows the analysis of the nodes and edges occupation conducted by the routing
algorithm in a simplified way:

Figure 3.7 Occupation analysis of nodes and edges for planning drone routes.
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Route optimization
Since the performance of each concept will be measured in terms of difference in time/distance from
the shortest path for each flight, the shortest route will be calculated for every new flight plan. This
information will be used as a reference to select the most beneficial route or to apply a new method
of resolution.
For high-density scenarios, it is possible that conflict-free routes cannot be found, or that the distance
to be covered exceeds a pre-defined limit. This limit is used to ensure a reasonable performance of
the concept. For these cases, an analysis of edges in conflict will be conducted.

Delay in departure
A delay in departure will be applied when it is not possible to find a conflict-free route in any cruising
layer, or the route is not optimal enough.
The maximum applicable delay that will be defined will be configurable. Flight plans will be rejected if
it is not possible to find a conflict-free route.

Priority and departure time
In the Metropolis 2 project, four priority levels will be considered for the deconfliction process:
emergency, high, intermediate, and low (this is common to all three concepts). The priority level
together with the departure time vs reception time will be considered to control the routing loop.
•

•

•

Emergency flights will be processed as soon as their flight intention is available. Emergency
operations will use a separate cruising layer, thus reducing the interaction with other traffic
and ensuring the availability of a conflict-free route in their own layer.
High priority flights of which the take-off time is closer to the simulation time will be processed
secondly. Once high priority flights are optimized, intermediate priority flights will be
incorporated in the routing loop.
This process will be repeated with intermediate and low priority flights.

1.1.1 Flowchart
Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the deconfliction process for the strategic phase:
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Figure 3.8 Deconfliction process for the strategic phase in the Hybrid concept.

3.4 Decentralized In-Flight Tactical Separation Management
This section describes the design of the decentralized in-flight tactical separation management
algorithms. These algorithms perform two main tasks:
•

•

Tactical detection and resolution of conflicts. Although the centralized strategic algorithm
computes conflict-free flight plans for each drone prior to departure, it is expected that
uncertainties such as wind can cause some drones to unintentionally deviate from their 4D
approved flight plans. These unintentional deviations may cause conflicts, and it is the task of
the tactical algorithm to resolve such conflicts. This is primarily done by using the so called
‘resolution layers’ of the Hybrid concept’s airspace structure; see section 3.2.1.
Tactical Route Re-planning. A drone’s flight plan will need to be re-planned if its planned
route is expected to enter a (dynamic) geofence, or an area with unsafe weather conditions.
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3.4.1 Tactical Conflict Detection, Conflict Resolution and Trajectory Recovery
Figure 3.9 displays the overall relationship between the conflict detection, conflict resolution and
trajectory recovery algorithms of the Hybrid concept. Here, the conflict detection algorithm makes
use of the ownship and intruder state and intent data to identify conflicts within a prescribed lookahead time. When a conflict is detected, a conflict alert warning triggers the conflict resolution
algorithm. Based on the context of the conflict (flight phase, priority and multi-aircraft conflict), the
resolution algorithm will then propose a resolution manoeuvre. This resolution manoeuvre is checked
by a conflict probe before it is implemented by the drone to ensure that following the proposed
resolution path does not trigger new conflicts or violate airspace constraints (e.g. geofences). If the
conflict probe check is passed, then the manoeuvre is executed and the intent of the drone is updated
to include the resolution manoeuvre. If this check is not passed, the resolution module is requested
to propose another solution. This process continues until a suitable resolution can be found. If the
resolution algorithm cannot find a suitable solution, then this conflict will have to be resolved by the
Detect and Avoid (DAA) safety layer. Note that DAA is out of scope of the Metropolis 2 project.
After the drone has reached its target resolution state, a trajectory recovery algorithm is called. This
algorithm aims to return the drone to its pre-conflict flight path, i.e., the flight path determined by the
strategic separation management algorithm. As before, the conflict probe checks if the trajectory
recovery is conflict-free before it is executed. This ensures that a drone flies its resolution trajectory
until the original conflict is passed, and to ensure that the recovery trajectory will not trigger new
conflicts or violate airspace constraints. If it is not conflict-free, then drone continues following its
resolution trajectory, and periodically tries to recover to its pre-conflict trajectory. When an
acceptable recovery is found, the drone updates its intent and executes the commanded recovery
trajectory.
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Figure 3.9 Overview of conflict detection, resolution and trajectory recovery processes used by the tactical
separation management algorithm in the Hybrid concept.

3.4.1.1 Conflict Detection
The Hybrid and Airborne concepts utilize the same approach for tactical Conflict Detection (CD). This
approach to CD consists of two main parts:
•
•

State-based CD
Intent-based conflict filter

State-based CD uses linear extrapolation of the states of neighbouring drones to identify future
separation minima violations within a predefined look-ahead time. The separation requirements may
depend on the aircraft type of an intruder. Subsequently, an intent filter checks if the detected
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conflicts would resolve by themselves within the look-ahead time if the drones involved were to follow
their planned routes, i.e., to identify false positives. If this is the case, then such conflicts are discarded.
This intent filter reduces the number of false-positives while also maintaining the high-computational
speeds of state-based CD algorithms – both these characteristics are particularly important in future
operations within tight urban airspaces.

3.4.1.2 Conflict Probe
The conflict probe is used to ensure that tactical trajectory changes needed to resolve conflicts do not
create additional conflicts. It is used in two instances:
•
•

To check if a proposed conflict resolution will trigger a new conflict
To check if a trajectory recovery manoeuvre to return to the pre-conflict route will generate
a new conflict.

The conflict probe is implemented using the same state-based algorithm used for conflict detection.
If the conflict probe determines that a particular trajectory change will trigger a new conflict, the
conflict resolution algorithm will have to propose another resolution for that conflict. Similarly, a
trajectory recovery manoeuvre will have to be postponed until the conflict probe indicates that it is
conflict-free to initiate such a trajectory change.

3.4.1.3 Conflict Resolution Strategies
The tactical algorithm contains a library of Conflict Resolution (CR) strategies. Each strategy is
explained below. Subsequently, the logic for selecting the most appropriate strategy is presented.

Priority
In Metropolis 2, the priority of each drone is assigned in the scenario, and this priority must be
respected throughout a drone’s flight (regardless of flight phase). Therefore, the tactical algorithm
uses the priority of each drone to determine which drone in a conflict pair is responsible for resolving
that conflict. Priority is assigned as follows, with a higher number indicating higher priority. Here the
logic is that the drone with the lower priority in each conflict pair manoeuvres to resolve the conflict
while the drone with the highest priority continues to fly its pre-conflict trajectory.
Table 3.1 Priority scheme used by the tactical algorithm of the Hybrid concept

Drone Type

Founding Members

Priority Value

Rogue Drone

5

Emergency Drone

4

Normal drone – High priority

3

Normal drone – Medium priority

2

Normal drone – Low priority

1
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The scheme shown in Table 3.1 indicates that rogue drones are treated with the highest priority
because they deliberately break all airspace rules and do not participate in tactical resolutions.
Consequently, all other drones will need to manoeuvre during conflicts with rogue drones to avoid a
collision. This scheme also means that emergency drones will have to manoeuvre during conflicts with
rogue aircraft. But emergency drones do not resolve conflicts with any other type of drone.
For conflicts between drones with equal priority, the drone with the higher registration number is
required to resolve the conflict. This approach is used to ensure that in all cases only one drone in
each conflict pair needs to act to resolve that conflict. This approach is used to minimize the number
of drones that will need to deviate from their pre-planned routes as such deviations increases the
chance of new conflicts that are unforeseen by the strategic algorithm.

Climbing into Resolution Layer
This section describes the conflict resolution strategy that utilises a tactical climb/descent into the
resolution layer. Just as with any of the other conflict resolution strategies, this strategy is executed
by the aircraft with the lowest priority in a conflict. The strategy consists of a tactical climb into the
resolution layer, which is, according to the airspace structure, always above the current cruising layer
(the only exception is the bottom-most airspace layer which is below the lowest cruising layer
[Resolution 0]). This is the primary resolution strategy of the tactical algorithm when one drone within
a conflict pair is cruising. This strategy is only used if it is possible to climb to the resolution layer
without creating a new conflict during that process. This resolution strategy will be used during
conflicts in which the drones have the following flight phases:
Table 3.2 Ownship and intruder flight phases for the ‘Climbing into Resolution Layer’ CR Strategy

Ownship flight phase
(resolving)
Ownship flight phase

Intruder flight phase
Intruder flight phase

Cruising

Cruising

Cruising

Climbing

Cruising

Descending

Climbing

Cruising

Climbing

Climbing

Descending

Cruising

Descending

Descending

This resolution strategy can be simply schematically drawn as follows.
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Figure 3.10 The ‘climb into the resolution layer’ strategy.

Speed Resolution
During this strategy, the resolving drone is required to increase/decrease its speed to a magnitude
that will resolve the conflict. This tactical CR strategy is used in the following cases:
•
•

•

Only when ownship is resolving (lower priority) and in the cruising flight phase
When it is not possible to use the ‘climbing/descending into the resolution layer’ CR strategy
because the resolution layer is too busy and doing so would create a new conflict. This means
the resolving aircraft changes its speed while flying in the current cruising layer. Therefore,
the speed change must comply with the speed limits of that cruising layer.
Conflicts between drones in the resolution layer. Resolution layers have no speed limits.
Therefore, the resolving drone can decide to reduce its speed to zero and hover if this is the
only option to resolve the conflict. Hovering is not preferred and only used when absolutely
necessary.

Figure 3.11 Speed resolution strategy
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This resolution strategy will be used during conflicts in which the drones have the following flight
phases:
Table 3.3 Ownship and intruder flight phases for the Speed CR Strategy

Ownship flight phase
(resolving)

Intruder flight phase

Cruising

Cruising

Cruising

Climbing

Cruising

Descending

In some cases, this CR strategy will not be able to resolve a conflict. There are two cases where this
can happen. The first case is if the conflict is a head-on conflict in the cruising layer. Since hovering is
not allowed in the cruising layer (as a result of the speed limits in each cruising layer), the speed
resolution strategy will not be able to resolve head-on conflicts in the cruising layer. Consequently,
the airspace structure has to be designed in such a way that head-on conflicts are simply not possible.
This can be achieved by preventing head-on intersections at the nodes of the airspace structure.
The second case where the speed resolution strategy will fail is if the required speed change is outside
the speed range allowed in a particular cruising layer. In such cases, a fall-back routine of the speed
resolution strategy can be used called Velocity Matching. Under this strategy, the resolving drone is
required to match the velocity component of the intruder in the direction of the velocity vector of the
resolving aircraft. This strategy is illustrated below:

Figure 3.12 Velocity matching – a subroutine used by the Speed resolution strategy

It should be noted that Velocity Matching will not resolve a conflict if the separation between the two
drones is less than separation minima at the start of the resolution. But even in such cases, Velocity
Matching will prevent the conflict from getting worse, and thereby reduce the chance of NMACs and
MACs. However, because the hybrid concept uses Stated-Based conflict detection with an intent filter,
it is unlikely that a conflict will be detected without enough time to prevent a loss of separation.
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Hovering in the Resolution Layer
In some conflicts, there is no other available resolution method than hovering. For example, when an
intruding aircraft is vertically descending and speed resolution does not prevent under separation. In
these cases, hovering in the resolution layer is used. However, since hovering is a very inefficient
resolution method and hovering itself is prone to causing more conflicts, it should be prevented as
much as possible.
Hovering is not used in any other layer than the resolution layer. The cruising layer should stay clear
of hovering aircraft to prevent a chain reaction of subsequent conflicts. The resolution method starts
with a climb into the resolution layer and a reduction of the horizontal speed towards zero. Hovering
is continued until the conflict probe determines a clear of conflict. From there on, trajectory recovery
is initialised.
Trajectory recovery might include an immediate descent into the cruising layer, if this is in fact conflict
free. If not, the ownship will first resolve these new conflicts by any of the conflict resolution
strategies, after which the ownship will resume trajectory recovery.

Figure 3.13 Hovering in the resolution layer strategy of the Hybrid concept.

Temporarily Levelling off
This strategy is used if the ownship is climbing or descending, and:
•
•

The ‘climb/descend into the resolution layer’ cannot be used because the resolution layer is
too busy.
The ‘hover in the resolution layer’ strategies cannot be used because the resolution layer is
too busy.

In such cases, climbing and descending aircraft are required to level-off temporarily at the nearest
cruising layer, and temporarily fly with the direction and speed allowed by that particular edge of the
cruising layer.
Levelling off at a cruising layer has the consequence that an aircraft will deviate from its original route
in the horizontal direction. It is possible that such deviations cause it to momentarily fly away from its
destination. This means that from that point, these flights will have to tactically re-plan their routes
to their destination, and all future conflicts will have to rely on the tactical separation management
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algorithms. As such, this resolution strategy is not preferred, and is used only when there are no other
possibilities to resolve a conflict.

Sequential conflicts
Sequential conflicts are conflicts that occur as a result of the resolution of a previous conflict. The
tactical algorithm aims to prevent such conflicts as much as possible using conflict probes, however it
is not guaranteed that all sequential conflicts can be avoided. The tactical algorithm is programmed
such that it will solve sequential conflicts one by one, where the conflict with the lowest time to closest
point of approach is solved first.

Multi-aircraft conflicts
Multi-aircraft conflicts are conflicts involving more than 2 aircraft in conflict at the same time. In a real
system with sensor noise and asynchronous conflict detection cycles such conflicts are likely to be
rare. Additionally for the Hybrid concept, the airspace structure used makes head-on conflicts
impossible, further decreasing the chance of a multi-aircraft conflict.
Nonetheless, a logic has been considered for such conflicts. Here, the drone with the highest priority
continues to fly its original route. The other drones use the so-called velocity matching strategy; see
Figure 3.12.
When a drone diverts its route from the other drones, it will recover its original speed (or fly with the
new waypoints speed as required). The other drones will remain flying with the speed that was
determined during the velocity matching of the initial multi-aircraft conflict, until they also divert from
each other.

Conflict Resolution Flowcharts
Figure 3.14 - Figure 3.17 depict the logic used to select the most appropriate CR strategy from the
options described above, using a number of flowcharts. The logic is split over multiple pages, with
each page focusing on the logic needed for a particular ownship flight phase. In each of these
flowcharts, the green blocks depict a conflict resolution strategy. Note that CD and trajectory recovery
are not included in these flowcharts for simplicity. For the same reason, in some cases, multiple
strategies that will be executed one-by-one are combined into a single block.
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Figure 3.14 Hybrid concept Tactical conflict resolution algorithm – ownship flight phase determination
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Figure 3.15 Hybrid concept Tactical conflict resolution algorithm – ownship is cruising and has lower priority
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Figure 3.16 Hybrid concept Tactical conflict resolution algorithm – ownship is climbing and has lower priority
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Figure 3.17 Hybrid concept Tactical conflict resolution algorithm – ownship is descending and has lower priority
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3.4.1.4 Trajectory Recovery
Trajectory recovery is initialised at the moment the conflict probe determines that the conflict has
been resolved. However, the conflict probe will also check if there are no other conflicts pending
before the trajectory recovery is initialised.
Trajectory recovery starts with a state change of the aircraft towards the current active flight plan,
which, in most cases, will be the flight plan as determined by the strategic algorithm. In some cases,
this will be the flight plan as determined by the strategic algorithm, whilst including any adaptions
made to the flight plan. The trajectory recovery is only executed if this new intent does not trigger any
new conflicts.

3.4.1.5 Overshooting the vertiport during descent
In the case of an overshoot of the vertiport, see Figure 3.18, the ownship is allowed to use the most
bottom layer of the airspace to reverse back towards the vertiport. The aircraft is in this case allowed
to execute a U-turn in this bottom layer and fly back towards the vertiport. This bottom layer does not
have a prescribed direction of flight and is solely used for route replanning caused by an overshoot of
the vertiport.
However, not all replanned flights are supposed to utilise this bottom layer. This layer should only be
used for replanning purposes if the travel distance towards the overshot vertiport is below 500 meters.
If the vertiport is overshot by more than that, the tactical replanning algorithm is required to calculate
a new route, whilst utilizing the primary airspace structure.

Figure 3.18 Overshooting the vertiport during descent
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3.4.2 Tactical Route Re-planning
The tactical algorithm onboard each drone periodically checks if its current flight plan is expected to
enter a dynamic geo-fence or an area with bad weather within a predefined look-ahead time using a
simple point-in-poly logic. If this is the case, then the route of that drone will be re-planned to avoid
such forbidden airspace areas. To re-plan its route, the drone will make use of the same route planning
algorithm used by the strategic separation management algorithm to compute a route that conforms
with the airspace structure of the Hybrid concept. The critical difference here is that tactical route replanning by each drone does not take into account the flight-plans of other drones. As such all future
conflicts need to be resolved by the tactical algorithm.
It should be noted that drones that find themselves within a dynamic geofence at the time at which
the geofence is initiated are allowed to proceed along their nominal flight paths, i.e., through the
dynamic geo-fence. Only drones that are outside a dynamic geofence at its initiation time need to replan their routes as described in the above paragraph.

3.4.3 STA and ETA
During the simulation it is constantly checked if the current ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival) still
matches with the STA (Scheduled Time of Arrival) of each aircraft. A deviation of the ETA with respect
to the STA can occur when an aircraft had to perform a resolution or when its route had to be
replanned. If the current ETA is behind or ahead the STA (i.e., the aircraft is delayed or will arrive too
early) by a certain amount, the speed of that aircraft is temporarily increased or decreased until its
ETA is back within the limits of the STA.
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4 Decentralised concept
The following chapter presents the strategies and techniques that will be used within the decentralized
concept. The document is divided into chapters in accordance with the diagram presented in Figure ,
which outlines the components of the decentralised concept.

4.1 Overview of the Decentralised Concept
The decentralised concept seeks to allow individual agents as much freedom as possible in order to
accommodate the massive numbers of predicted urban air traffic. The consequence is that the
separation responsibility lies with the individual agent. The decentralised concept will, however, also
have a central authority to provide information (such as traffic) and flow constraints (implemented
using geovector limits) for airspace areas. This central authority can be seen as a combination of
centrally imposed dynamic road traffic speed limits and traffic information provided by Google Maps:
it tries to prevent further congestion by imposing geovector limits in dense areas, and also provides
traffic information to other drones for path finding purposes. The different components considered
within the decentralised concept are presented in Figure .

Figure 4.1 Decentralised concept component blocks.
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4.2 Street Network Processing

Figure 4.2 Common elements graph

After the common element street processing (see D3.1), more processing is performed to prepare the
street graph of the decentralised concept. Continuity in Street Networks (COINS) algorithm groups
edges into a collection of “strokes” [4]. This is particularly useful for non-orthogonal street networks
because it identifies which street is a continuation of another street at an intersection regardless of
how the street behaves after the intersection. Figure shows the stroke group that COINS gives to a
small Vienna test location.
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Figure 4.3 COINS algorithm applied to Vienna test scenario

The OSMnx graph has been converted from a multi-directed to an undirected graph with stroke groups
and is now ready for more airspace processing which will be shown in Section 51.

4.3 Airspace Structure
Within the decentralized concept, the airspace structure will be used to pre-emptively reduce the
probability of conflicts. As, within the Metropolis 2 project, the assumption is that aircraft will fly both
in between and above buildings, two types of airspace are considered: constrained (between buildings)
airspace, and open airspace.

4.3.1 Constrained Airspace
The structuring of constrained airspace is designed to fulfil two main purposes: to minimize conflicts
at intersections and to prevent turning aircraft from disrupting the cruise flow. These objectives are
achieved via the principles of segmentation and alignment.
The decentralised airspace concept is derived from the one-way concept investigated in an earlier
study [5]. This concept was developed for an orthogonal grid network. To ensure connectivity of the
network, parallel edges alternate in directionality, i.e., North/South and East/West. Figure shows how
cruising traffic at an intersection is vertically separated. Traffic traveling in the blue layer flies at a lower
altitude than traffic in the red layer. The concept also includes turn layers so that aircraft turning may
decelerate to turn without slowing down cruising traffic.
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Figure 4.4 Cruising traffic at intersections

Similar to the study mentioned above, the decentralised concept in Metropolis 2 will be one-way and
include turn layers. However, since the street network of Vienna is not orthogonal (Figure ),
directionality of streets is nontrivial. Furthermore, achieving the vertical segmentation seen in Figure
is also more difficult to achieve and cannot be done by separating North/South and East/West streets.
A different approach must be taken to set directionality and heights of edges.
In Figure , the directionality was manually set for each edge. The directionality of the edges is set per
stroke group. The main idea is that adjacent “parallel” groups should have opposite directions. The
word parallel is in quotes since edges are sometimes not exactly parallel in non-orthogonal grids.
However, the complete street graph of Vienna is not as orthogonal as the small test graph. It is a very
difficult task to manually set the directionality for such a large graph. Therefore, a genetic algorithm
was used to determine an appropriate directionality for each of the stroke groups. The cost function
of the genetic algorithm is the path distance from a set of origin and destinations. There is a large
increase in cost if a path cannot be found between an origin/destination pair. In this way, the genetic
algorithm changes the directions of groups until it finds a combination where the cost function is
minimized. The final output of the genetic algorithm was almost strongly connected, as it only needed
some minor tweaks until all nodes inside the graph were reachable from any other node.
Using the optimised directionality of the edges, the process of separating vertically can be addressed
(Figure ). In the test graph this is applied by putting all North/South groups in height 2 and East/West
groups in height 1 (Figure ). However, there are already some issues that appear. Namely there are
some intersections, in which two red layers meet, which entails that traffic is not always properly
segmented. In the full graph of the constrained airspace this problem is even more difficult to solve.
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Therefore, a genetic algorithm is also used to decide the altitude allocation. The main goal is to find a
combination that reduces the number of times stroke groups of similar altitude allocations meet at
intersections. Prior to running the genetic algorithm, the street graph goes through another processing
phase. Namely, stroke groups that turn 90 degrees are split into two groups. This is so that the genetic
algorithm can have freedom to decide the height allocation of a stroke group that may not be
“straight”. The cost function of this genetic algorithm is more complicated as it depends on the nodal
degree. The cost is affected in the following situations:
•
•
•

Degree 2 intersections: cost is increased when the heights of the two groups are different
because continuity is preferred in these intersections
Degree 3&4 intersections: cost is increased when the heights of the two intersecting groups
are the same. It is preferred that the height allocations are different.
Degree 5&6 intersections: These are rarer; however the costs are similar to degree 3&4.

It is also important to note that the border nodes are not used for the cost function because these
edges are not expected to be regularly used for our concept. The cost multiplies the lengths of the
violating groups so that segmentation is more important in longer streets as these can be expected to
be more connected and therefore busier.

Figure 4.5 Edge directionality with height allocation

Additionally, turn layers are incorporated into the airspace to reduce potential conflicts with
decelerating turning aircraft and cruising aircraft. Figure shows how the turn layer will be in relation
to the two cruising layers. North/South and East/West traffic both have access to that turn layer. Note
that in the final constrained airspace, the meaning of North/South and East/West traffic is no longer
associated with a specific layer allocation.
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Figure 4.6 Constrained airspace with turn layer

The layer bundle in Figure will be stacked on top of each other to accommodate more traffic in the
same street. Figure shows how layers will be stacked at the intersections. Most cruising layer have
access to turn layers above and below that may be accessed depending at the discretion of the specific
drone.

Figure 4.7 Stacked layers at intersection
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4.3.2 Open Airspace
The open airspace will also take advantage of the benefits given by segmentation and alignment. The
Metropolis 1 project concluded that the Layers concept was able to accommodate the highest traffic
densities while ensuring the lowest number of conflicts [6]. This concept segmented traffic by vertically
separating depending on the heading. Each layer only allowed traffic that had a maximum of 45°
heading difference (Figure ). This segmentation ensures that traffic at each layer is aligned and that
the relative velocities between cruising aircraft remain low, which has been shown to reduce the
conflict rate [7].

Figure 4.8 Layers Concept adapted from Metropolis 1

4.4 Navigation
The process of navigation within the proposed airspace structure can be divided into three stages:
constrained airspace navigation, open airspace navigation, and the transition between them.
Constrained airspace navigation
In constrained airspace the aircraft navigation should be designed to follow the streets at an
appropriate altitude. While flying in constrained airspace, aircraft spend most of their time in cruise
layers unless they need to turn. Figure presents an example of the turning procedure to be followed
in the constrained airspace. At the left, we have a top view of an aircraft’s movement while turning,
and on the right, we have a side view of the same event. The aircraft is initially cruising in the red layer
and needs to turn and continue cruising on the blue layer. From step 1 to step 2 the aircraft begins
descending to the turn layer (indicated by the colour green), from step 2 to step 4 the aircraft turns to
match the heading of the blue layer and finally from step 4 to step 5 the aircraft descends to the blue
layer. In order for the aircraft not to derail from its route while turning, the aircraft needs to decrease
its cruising speed. From step 2 to step 3 the aircraft is decelerating and reaches its desired turning
speed at step 3, and from step 3 to step 4 the aircraft accelerates. Figure presents the graph of the
cruising, turning and vertical speed of the aircraft during the turning event. By following the described
procedure, congestion at intersections due to turning aircraft is avoided. While an aircraft is in a cruise
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layer, it checks if the lower cruising layers are available and if traffic levels permit it, it descends to
lower cruising layers.

Figure 4.9 Navigation at an intersection in constrained airspace.

Figure 4.10 Velocity profile for turns at intersections.

Open airspace navigation
Navigation in open air space is straightforward; aircraft use the closest cruise layer which matches their
desired heading, as presented in Figure . When an aircraft executes a turn and changes its heading it
checks if it is in the correct layer of the open airspace and if not, it ascends or descends to the correct
one.
Transition between open and constrained airspace
To transition from open to constrained airspace the aircraft flies into the constrained airspace layer
located in the same altitude as the open airspace layer the aircraft was using. Then the aircraft adjusts
its heading to match the direction of the street and moves into the closest constrained cruise layer, as
presented in Figure . To transition from constrained to open airspace the aircraft flies into the open
airspace retaining its altitude and then descends or ascends to the closest open airspace layer that
matches its heading.
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Figure 4.11 Transition from open airspace to constrained airspace.

4.5 Path Planning
4.5.1 Design
The optimised version of the D* Lite algorithm was selected as the path planning method for flights in
the decentralised concept [8]. The D* algorithm is the dynamic version of the A* algorithm, a popular
heuristic-based path planning algorithm. D* Lite is optimal in finding the shortest path connecting two
given nodes of a graph or a grid. After computing the desired path, the algorithm maintains the
computed cost data of each node, that allows for fast path re-planning in case that the graph is
submitted to changes while the aircraft is conducting its initial path.
The dynamic nature of this algorithm is of great importance, since it can react to uncertainties and
adjust its path while in high-traffic environments. In the case of uncertainties, a no-fly zone may appear
in the area that the aircraft intended to fly in. The nodes of the graph included in the no-fly zone are
now inaccessible (from the algorithm point of view their maximum allowed speed is set to zero). As a
result, the aircraft needs to replan its path so that it does not include any of those nodes. In the case
of increased traffic in the area near the route of the aircraft, the aircraft receives a notification
concerning the increased traffic and based on the new information it decides if replanning to avoid the
increased traffic area is necessary. How traffic is measured and how replanning is configured in this
case is described in detail in the next section.
For the constrained airspace the path planning algorithm uses a directed graph describing the
geometry and the optimally selected directionality of the streets.
Figure shows a small part of Vienna city with the path as computed by the path planning algorithm of
the decentralised concept. The point of origin is coloured blue, the destination is coloured red and
each point along the path is coloured yellow or green depending on its altitude. It should be noted that
the graph used by the path planning algorithm only contains nodes where the streets intersect. On the
other hand, the computed path contains all the points needed to describe the geometry of the path,
so that the path to be executed is described by connecting the sequential points of the path with
straight lines.
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Figure 4.12 D* Lite path planned.

Figure showcases an example of re-planning in the constrained airspace. Here, the original path is
coloured blue. Then, a geofence was added and it set the maximum speed limit of one edge to zero,
that edge is shown in red colour. After the geofence was applied, the aircraft had to replan its route to
avoid the disabled edge, the resulted replanned path is drawn in green.
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Figure 4.13 Replanning example of D* Lite.

4.5.2 Open airspace path planning
Since the open airspace has no horizontal structure (aside from geofenced areas), it can be described
as an empty space with no-fly zones defined as 3-D polygons. To achieve optimal path planning in open
and constrained airspace it is preferred to use the same algorithm for path planning in both. To apply
the D* Lite algorithm for all the airspace, the open airspace therefore needs to be described as a graph.
Before defining the open airspace search graph, an obstacle augmentation procedure is used, to
enlarge the no-fly zones by a distance equal to the maximum GPS error (16 meters), to ensure the
aircraft would not fly into a no-fly zone. After the augmentation, the bounding boxes of the no-fly
zones can be computed and can then be used as a simplified description of the no-fly zones while
creating the open airspace graph. Finally, the open airspace was separated into cells using a cell
decomposition technique [9] called trapezoidal decomposition, which divides the airspace into convex
polygonal cells. The computed cells have no overlap, while their union is the whole airspace outside
the constrained airspace and the no-fly zones. Because each computed cell is a convex polygon, aircraft
can travel from any point inside the cell to any other point inside the cell in a straight line and assure
that they will not intersect with the constrained airspace or a no-fly zone. To define the open airspace
graph, a node was created at the centre of each cell, which was connected to the nodes of its
neighbouring cells. After the open airspace graph was created, it was connected to the constrained
airspace graph, by connecting cells in the borders of the constrained airspace to the constrained
airspace entry and exit points, with which they were neighbouring. In that way a mixed airspace graph
was constructed, on which the D* Lite algorithm can be applied.
In Figure the open airspace cells are presented; the cells are delineated with black; the no-fly zones
are the filled in blue polygons and the constrained airspace is filled in with green colour. The cell
decomposition process created 224 cells to describe the whole open airspace. Additional cells were
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added over the no-fly zones which do not extend their geofence through the whole altitude of the
airspace, created a total of 245 cells.

Figure 4.14 Open airspace cells.

The path planning is conducted in the same way for open airspace as it is for the constrained airspace
with one additional step developed only for the open airspace: the path smoothing. Although paths in
the open airspace do not have to follow the edges connecting the nodes, they do have two other rules
that they have to obey by: aircraft in open airspace can move in any manner inside a cell and they may
transmit between cells using any point on the polygon edge that the two cells are sharing. The less
constrained nature of the open airspace allows for the design of smoother paths, with a smaller
number of turns as created by the smoothing process.
Figure presents the search graph and path planning process in a subpart of the open airspace. The

nodes of the cells are indicated with red dots and a part of the search graph is shown with red in the
left image of Figure 4.15. The image at the right presents the path planning process from the start point
to the goal point, both represented by pale blue dots. The path initially computed by D* Lite is shown
with yellow and we can easily observe that the path is neither smooth nor safe. The smoothing process
creates the green path, which has a minimal number of turns (in this case one) and it obeys to the rules
of safe flight in the open airspace.
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Figure 4.15 Open airspace search graph and path planning.

4.6 Traffic Density and Flow Control
The scope of traffic flow control is to support traffic management so that areas are not overloaded
with high-density traffic. Regulating traffic is critical to achieve:
•
•

Lower collision risk: High-density traffic leads to an increase of potential losses of separation
and incommodes tactical separation management.
Shorter routes for the aircraft; High-density traffic would force aircraft to choose longer paths
or to conduct their original paths which would take a longer time because of the lower speed
limit imposed by the high-density traffic.

In the decentralised concept the exact flight plans of the aircraft are not communicated to a central
entity, so the traffic load cannot be computed or accurately estimated in advance. The flow control
system acts reactively to the traffic by using geovectors to discourage aircraft from using areas with
high traffic density and blocking the areas reserved for loitering missions as time needed. The density
calculation is given by the following formula:
!"#$%&' =

#!*+#"$_%#_&*-..%/_0*+12
3"#0&ℎ_+._&*-..%/_0*+12

The #!*+#"$_%#_&*-..%/_0*+12 is the number of the drones located in the specific traffic group,
while3"#0&ℎ_+._&*-..%/_0*+12 is the length of the traffic group. Three levels of traffic density are
defined; low, medium and high traffic density. Low traffic areas are defined as traffic groups with
aircraft density lower than 0.025 aircraft per meter and no geovector is applied. Medium traffic areas
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have aircraft density between 0.025 and 0.05 aircraft per meter and a capacity geofence is applied,
which slightly discourages aircraft to use those areas by decreasing the maximum allowed speed in the
area to half of the original for the path planning search graph (i.e. the actual speed limit will not change
in the area, but the path planning algorithm assumes that the aircraft will have to decrease its speed
while flying through higher-density traffic areas and due to that the time duration of the travel via
those areas is increased as well as the cost computed and used by the algorithm ). High traffic areas
have aircraft densities over 0.05 aircraft per meter and a speed-limit geofence is set in the area
significantly lowering the maximum speed. The maximum speed limits of high traffic areas are
extremely low in the path planning search graph, with speed values below 1 m/s. Finally, no-fly zone
geofences need to be applied to areas reserved for loitering missions, speed limit in those areas will
be set to 0 m/s, to prevent other aircraft of using those areas during the execution of the loitering
mission.

As shown in Figure , flow control is based on the data exchange between individual aircraft and the
central entity.

Figure 4.16 Flow control flow chart.

The central entity receives the aircraft data containing their current positions and based on that it
computes the traffic density in each defined area. The defined areas, traffic groups, coincide with the
stroke groups. If the current density of an area flags the area as a higher density area than it was
before, a new geovector is applied in the area lowering the maximum allowed speed. The central entity
should also have the reverse responsibility of removing any geovectors that are no longer useful. The
final responsibility of the central entity is to inform the aircraft whose paths intersect with the
geovector changes concerning the new rules.
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The aircraft that receive geovector information from the central entity can be distinguished into the
following categories based on their current state at the moment they receive the geofence
information:
•

•

•

•

Aircraft that are currently starting their flight; In this case the aircraft will take into
consideration the geovectoring rules while searching for their shortest path by updating their
search graph to include the geovectoring information. To be more specific, each edge of the
graph, connecting to sequential nodes has a maximum allowed speed. The higher the speed,
the smaller the cost of traversing that edge, so by lowering the speed of an edge its cost would
increase and the aircraft might select another path which is more cost efficient.
Aircraft that are executing their path, which intersects in the future with the newly applied
geovectors; In this case the aircraft would update its search graph as in the previous case. For
an aircraft in flight those changes would trigger the re-planning algorithm, which will find the
shortest path based on the most recent information.
Aircraft that are currently flying in a high traffic area where a geovector was applied; In this
case most aircraft will not replan and they will not update their search graph regarding changes
of the traffic area in which they are currently flying in. An exception to that is allowed for
medium and high priority aircraft (priority 3 and priority 4), which are allowed to replan after
updating their search graphs with all the changes of the graph.
Aircraft that are currently flying in no-fly zone for a loitering mission; In this case aircraft need
to evacuate the airspace reserved for the loitering mission, so the aircraft already flying in the
no-fly zone will continue executing their path and naturally evacuate the reserved part of the
airspace. Since loitering reserved areas are announced when the loitering aircraft start its
flight, the aircraft already in the reserved airspace have time to evacuate the area. All aircraft
not already in the reserved airspace are not allowed to use the reserved airspace until the nofly zone geofence is deleted.

4.7 Conflict Detection and Resolution
The conflict resolution algorithms are divided into two parts: algorithms to be used in constrained
airspace, and algorithms to be used in open airspace. Due to the design philosophy of the decentralised
concept, conflict detection and resolution is only performed on a tactical level.
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4.7.1 Constrained airspace conflict resolution
In constrained airspace, there is little space for classical heading-based conflict resolution due to street
width generally being unaccommodating for such manoeuvres, as seen in Figure . Thus, between
buildings, conflict resolution will be speed and altitude based.

Figure 4.17 Aircraft flying between buildings in a highly constrained area.

This type of conflict resolution algorithm is ideal for such conditions, as the airspace design prevents
head-on conflicts by restricting flight directions on streets to one way only. Thus, the types of conflicts
that can occur, and the method through which they are mitigated are presented below.
Overtaking conflict
This type of conflict is characterised by two aircraft travelling in the same direction (±10 degrees), but
the aircraft in front has a lower velocity than the aircraft behind it. In this situation, the faster aircraft
first attempts to ascend to the next cruise layer above. If this manoeuvre is not possible, the aircraft
will slow down to match the speed of the leading aircraft (thus applying speed-only conflict resolution).
Horizontal conflict
Due to the airspace layer design, horizontal conflicts at intersections are less common, as cruising
layers in different directions are situated at different altitudes. The remaining horizontal conflicts (e.g.,
merging conflicts) are solved by applying traffic priority rules (main routes have priority), mission
priority rules (rogue, emergency, levels 3, 2, and 1), and lastly, if priority is not set through the former
checks, direction-based priority rules (aircraft coming from the right have priority).
Vertical conflict
Due to the structure of the airspace, as well as the method for solving overtaking conflicts, vertical
conflicts will be a common occurrence within the decentralised concept. Two types of vertical conflict
can be distinguished:
o Merging conflicts – when an aircraft tries to merge from a turn layer to a cruise layer
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Cruise conflicts – when an aircraft tries to ascend to a different cruise layer to resolve an
overtaking conflict.
In these cases, the aircraft will stop ascending and start performing speed-based conflict resolution
(i.e., will start slowing down to merge / start cruising behind the aircraft above them). Merge conflicts
will be coordinated implicitly: aircraft that are in front (horizontally) of the merging aircraft will
continue unhindered, while aircraft that are behind will start applying speed-based conflict resolution
to make space for the merging aircraft. When there is enough space, the merging aircraft will then
finalise the merge.
o

4.7.2 Open airspace conflict resolution
For open airspace, speed-based conflict resolution will also be used due to the way path planning
functions. Due to the lack of obstacle avoidance algorithms, heading-based conflict resolution would
not guarantee that restricted areas are not violated. Thus, the same speed-based algorithm used in
constrained airspace is also used in open airspace, lessening the complexity of the system as well.
Figure presents the summary of tactical conflict resolution procedures within the decentralised
concept.
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Figure 4.18 Logical flow diagram for conflict resolution.
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